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Feature:
* Various preset dynamic virtual pattern effects, bidirectional rotation, adjustable speed.
* Various preset static virtual pattern effects.
* The foreground color of the dynamic/static virtual pattern is optional, the color temperature is adjustable, and it supports dimming.
* The background color of the dynamic/static virtual pattern is optional, the color temperature is adjustable, and it supports dimming.
* Dimming system 0~100% smooth linear LED dimming.
* Support horizontal/vertical rotation and correction.
* RGBW stepless color mixing.
* Uniform light spot, pure color mixing, delicate and full light color.
* Built-in 33 color macro function effects.
* 7 built-in self-propelled programs.
* The screen is equipped with a battery, and can be used for the address code setting and other settings in the menu.
* With DMX signal monitoring indicator.
* The screen can be flipped by 180°.
* Automatic screen off function.
* High-efficient and noise-free five-fan natural cooling system, cooling aluminum/copper + liquid/fan.
* Support the display and management of the working temperature of the light.
* The over temperature protection function can reduce the lamp bead power to ensure the normal use.

Specifications:
Model 

Input voltage

Light source

Color temperature

Average lifespan

Beam angle

Control mode

Channel

Power supply

Signal input

Network interface

Signal line

Screen 

Working temperature

Protection class

Fixture size (L×W×H)

Package size (L×W×H)

Gross weight

Net weight

TL-LT821

AC110V-240V 50/60Hz, 960W

19*40W LED

2800K-3200K tungsten lamp simulation effect, 3200K-8000K linear color temperature adjustment

20000H

5.5-50°

International standard DMX512 signal; DMX512, master-slave, voice control or self-propelled operation, 

Art-NET control (optional) built-in imported DMX wireless receiver (optional)

14/20/30/37 channel

Waterproof power line input and output, with switch and fuse holder

Input signal isolation protection function to ensure stable signal transmission without interference

Waterproof RJ45 Ethernet connector input and output (optional)

Waterproof signal line input and output

2.4-inch HD TFT LCD touch screen

-25°C-45°C

IP65

324.5×444×591mm

530×650×700mm

27kg

24kg


